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ABSTRACT
Most products sold today are packaged in a protective shell that involves the design of a
box or wrapper. A subset of such products also adds a second layer of protection via sterilization.
For both sterilized and non-sterilized products, a procedure referred to as the heat seal process
creates the protective barrier from outside influence. For sterilized products, the American Society
for Testing and Materials provides standards to test or verify seal strength, and this verification is
normally accomplished by using a process called a Design of Experiments (DOE). The DOE
method makes systematic use of powerful data collection and analysis tools, however, it also takes
considerable time, capital, and resources to implement and verify. Moreover, when changes to the
system or materials are necessary, the needed re-verification of the process compounds the effort
needed to complete a subsequent DOE analysis.
The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the use of control-theoretic modeling and
prediction algorithms to reduce the burden of DOE methods for heat-seal processes. Specifically,
assuming the DOE analysis can collect data with sufficient instrumentation, we illustrate a twopronged approach that employs (i) model identification from data to discern between
success/failure of a heat-seal process and (ii) model-based feedback control to determine process
reconfigurations towards failure recovery. Simulation experiments are presented that mimic the
advent of heat-seal failures due to a new foil material and employ our approach to recover
successful seals through minimal adjustments to the heater’s temperature profile. The extent to
which the approach can apply to other process failure scenarios, different configurable inputs (e.g.,
seal pressure) or under non-ideal instrumentation assumptions is cited as future work.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Most products sold today are packaged and shielded from outside influence by the creation
of a box or wrapper that contains the product. The container may provide brand names, directions
of use or safety instructions, while also adding a layer that further shields the product from
environmental influences. A subset of products sold require the additional layer to keep the product
sterilized; for example, this layer may serve to avoid the risks of microbial degradation or infection
occurring during their use. Examples of such products include drug delivery systems and medical
devices as seen in Figure 1 (Rockwell Automation, Inc., 2022).

Figure 1 Pharmaceutical Packages (courtesy of Rockwell Automation Inc, 2022)

To create such protective barriers, a manufacturing system will typically use a heat-sealing
process. Any such process must be verified or qualified using the Design of Experiments (DOE)
method (Moresteam, 2022) . DOE methods are based on the gathering empirical data from
secondary parameters or variables because it is often impossible or cost-prohibitive to instrument
all areas of interest due to the physical design of the package and/or environmental factors of the
system. A sensor placed within the sealing area, for example, could inhibit or diminish the seal
integrity of the package itself. Additionally, seals are usually formed through heat bursts under
high-pressure, which upon contact could destroy the sensor before useful data is acquired. Finally,
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in practice, DOE methods cost a manufacturing company time, money and resources not just prior
to product launch but throughout the product’s lifetime. This is because the evolving system and/or
varying materials may push the system to operate outside boundaries set during a previous DOE,
which could lead to an unverified state until the process is revalidated.
One of the objectives of this project was to review past experiments, to be conscious of
previous practices, and to perhaps identify gaps and or ways to remodel existing methods. A
common theme of all the reviewed literature was to quantify and understand the thermochemistry,
chemical reactions, and phase changes between layers and materials during the sealing process.
Coincidently understanding this is essential to overcome the drawbacks of using the DOE process
as a qualification method.
The method suggested here is the design and simulation of a state-space mathematical
model using first-principle physics laws combined with material properties to expose and evaluate
the interactions between layers would overcome the disparity within the DOE process.
The first iteration of the model will simulate a system configured in an open loop mode.
This operating mode is typical of how the majority of heat seal systems are designed, i.e., a sensor
in the heater control loop that controls the temperature of the heating die but no sensor that
measures temperatures for the medium package interface layers. Verifying this model would be a
major step forward in reducing the DOE time and resources and there would be a better realization
on how changes to the system and or materials will affect the states of the system. Figure 2 below
shows the existing DOE process in the blue box and the first method proposed in this paper in the
dotted orange box.
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Data from the open loop system will then be used within the MATLAB system ID tool to
generate polynomial and transfer function models. Polynomial and transfer function models will
be used to simply the system and the be inspected for stability, controllability, and observability.
This is shown in Figure 2 within the dotted blue box.
The second iteration or possible future state of the heat seal model will use the results from
the polynomial and transfer function analysis to be incorporated into closed loop design that is
focused on the medium package interface by using a subsequently developed sensor, a
mathematical estimator or observer that will provide the state feedback that will be used within
modern control techniques. The intent of this model is to provide near real time control that can
be used during nominal material variations, intended changes to sealing materials, or modifications
to the system. This model, with an advanced sensor or a mathematical estimation as the input
would remove the need to run a DOE process.

Figure 2 Existing Process, Open Loop, Closed Loop (Intellegens, 2022) (NAJARZADEH, 2022)
(Toolbox, 2022) (Wang, 2022) (Grab, 2022) (Corporate Finance Institute (n, 2022)
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Many previous heat seal experiments or studies have been performed and the focus has
been to understand the effects or influences either combined or individually that the system inputs
to include packaging materials, system materials, time, temperature, and pressure have on the
system outputs, such as the strength, quality, and reliability of the resulting heat seal.

2.1

Heat Seal Process
A basic four-step overview of the heat seal process is shown in Figure 2 (Wiley, 2021).

The initial state assumes the two layers are separated. The print layer is where information about
the contents of the package are printed, which may include product name, direction of use,
manufacture and other data depending on what regulatory requirements are necessary. The barrier
is the layer that isolates the contents of the package from the outside world. The sealant layer and
the adhesive layer serve to bond the barrier and the package together when subjected to heat.
Established system designs of the heat seal process involve first selecting material parameters
within these layers. The dynamics expressed within the design become relevant within steps two
and three in Figure 3, which is when the applied heat source along with the parameters of time and
pressure interact with the intended layered materials. In practice, it is often difficult to obtain
confidence and accuracy of the transient states in steps two and three and the predicted terminal
state in step four. Thus, the design is verified via Design-of-Experiments (DOE) using secondary
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process parameters, temperature, time, pressure, and package integrity testing against the terminal
state of step four.

Figure 3 Heat Seal Process (Wiley, 2021)

2.2

Heat Seal Verification Test Methods
The Design-of-Experiments (DOE) technique ensures that the package design along with

the process parameters, time, temperature, and pressure setpoints meet or exceed the package
integrity testing standard defined by the American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM). The
(ASTM) sets the standards for test methods used to determine the seal strength of flexible barrier
materials. ASTM F88 is a test for seal strength and the units are measured in pascal (Pa) or
Newtons per square meter (N/m2); with this measurement, there exist standards accepted by
industry to determine the tensile strength of the bonded materials. (Mecmesin, 2022). ASTM
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F3039 is another standard that covers how to determine the presence of gaps or macroscopic holes
that the tensile strength test may not reveal; specifically, ASTM F3039 provides a standard to
detect “leaks in nonporous packaging or flexible barrier materials by submerging the packages into
a liquid dye.” (American National Standards Institute, 2022) It is worth noting that neither ASTM
F88 or F3039 standardize the choice of material properties or parameters used in a design. In other
words, the combination of materials selected by the package designer will be a major factor in
determining if the package will ultimately pass the ASTM testing. This gap between the ASTM
standards and the lack of real-world in relation to transient states and the predicted terminal state
is why current practices continue to depend on burdensome DOE verification, and the key premise
motivating this thesis, namely, to demonstrate the use of control-theoretic modeling and prediction
algorithms to reduce the burden of DOE methods for heat-seal processes.
2.3

Study Using a Constant Cycle Time for the Heat Seal Process
The knowledge of how many parts per minute a machine can produce affects sales, capital

expenditures, budgets, infrastructure decisions, personal, investment, and many other business
categories for any manufacturer. A machine that has a constant cycle time will allow a predicted
throughput and can be critical in business models and monetary decisions.
In the publication The Effect of Heat-Sealing Temperature on the Properties of OPP/CPP
Heat Seal. I. Mechanical Properties (Tsujii Tetsuya, Ishiaku, Mizoguchi, & Hamada, 2004) the
experiment emphasized keeping the heat-sealing time at a constant while changing the
temperatures. The study was based on the premise of understanding the material integrity and
morphology of oriented polypropylene (OPP) cast polypropylene (CPP) laminated films used a
sealing process.
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The results show the effect temperature has on the seal peel strength and the data showed
when the temperatures exceeded a certain value, the package strength value reached a maximum
and strength remained relatively constant even as temperature increased on a linear scale.
This study has shown that if the heat seal process must have a constant cycle time while
using the materials listed in the publication, the temperature can be modified to achieve a certain
seal strength criterion. It also shows that the material combination used in this study has a
maximum seal strength; it can produce, if the desired seal straight exceeds what this material can
achieve, a new combination of materials must be selected.
2.4

Study on the Effects of Platen Temperature and Dwell Time for The Heat Seal Process
Heat Sealing of linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE): Relationships to Melting and

Interdiffusion studied “the effect of heat-sealing variables (platen temperature and dwell time) on
seal strength using the material of LLDPE” (Mueller, Capaccio, Hiltner, & Baer, 1998).
This source used the ASTM F88 method in a T-peel configuration to determine peel
strength. The peel strength is determined by pulling the sample at a constant speed, dividing the
average measured force to separate two fused heat-seal films by the unit width of the films
(ADMET, 1994 - 2021).
The results are material dependent for LLDPE, examining the sealing time curve at ≈
110OC a weak seal would be produced even if the time was extended to 10K seconds, alternatively
at 125OC at 1 second the seal strength 8 times higher. When used in conjunction, temperature and
time can influence the desired strength for LLDPE. Every manufacturing process is unique and
when considering a design that needs a short cycle time using LLDPE the results show an inverse
correlation between temperature and time related to peel strength.
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This study discussed in detail the underlying material properties involved in achieving a
strong seal. The following encompasses the main motivation for this thesis. “To use the empirical
approach to understand the relationships between melting and interdiffusion does not consider
types of melted chains (molecular weight, branch content, or comonomer content) thus there is a
lack of understanding of what effect the thermal process is having within the seal area” (Mueller,
Capaccio, Hiltner, & Baer, 1998).
2.5

Study on The Heat Seal Process for Various Materials
A different emphasis was used by Heat Sealing Measurement by an Innovative Technique

(Aithani, Lockhart, Auras, & Tanprasert, 2006) that focused on the seal strength and how the seal
strength was affected by using different sealing materials to include low density polyethylene
(LDPE), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) and cast
polypropylene (CPP).
This approach was concentrated around a mathematically derived inflection point by
creating a technique called “methods for measuring temperature of melting surface (MTMS)”
(Aithani, Lockhart, Auras, & Tanprasert, 2006). The logic is if “there is a change in the heat
conductivity near the inflection point, which results in a change in heat flow rate and hence an
inflection point (a point on the time–temperature profile where the second derivative changes sign
from – to +: the temperature at the inflection point is called the fusion temperature” (Aithani,
Lockhart, Auras, & Tanprasert, 2006). The deflection points or the second derivative are shown in
Figure 4 (Aithani, Lockhart, Auras, & Tanprasert, 2006).
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Figure 4 Determination of the Inflection Point (Aithani, Lockhart, Auras, & Tanprasert, 2006)

The instrument used to measure the inflection point of the listed material was a Differential
Scanning Calorimeter (DSC); “this instrument measures the temperatures and heat flows
associated with thermal transitions in a material” (Instruments, 2022). These instruments are used
in labs and for quality product sampling but a big caveat about the DSC process is that it is
destructive, i.e., the product tested within this instrument will not be able to be used for its design
intent.
The DSC, MTMS, and inflection point results were provided for each material tested and
the results show that materials tested have an individual film melting temperature, measuring
temperature of melting surface (MTMS) or inflection point, which would be expected so each film
will have a separate heat-sealing profile.
The findings also show how pressure has limited influence. “An experiment was conducted
to observe the effect of sealing pressure on the inflection point of the polymer film. Changes in
sealing pressure within the range of pressure tested did not affect the inflection point. This indicates
the limited effect of pressure on seal strength, and it should be sufficient to bring the sealing films
into intimate contact, as studied by, as studied by (Theller, 1989) and (Meka & Stehling, 1994).”
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2.6

Study on the of Finite Difference Methods Applied to a Heat Seal Process
Heat Sealing Fundamentals (Heat Sealing Fundamentals, 2015) used finite difference

methods to develop mathematical models. The methodology used was to create a threedimensional heat diffusion equation with no energy generation and then derive the finite difference
equations. This method was to determine the final temperature that can be related to seal strength.
The researchers stated that “The material combinations used in specific packaging applications
and their interactions with the thermal and physical conditions of the process will dictate the final
quality of the seal. To optimize these conditions for selected materials, comprehensive knowledge
of the process itself is needed in combination with supporting computational and experimental
tools” (Heat Sealing Fundamentals, 2015).
A similar and alternate approach, proposed here, would use first principal equations that
describe thermal losses and the conservation of energy within a controlled volume that are applied
to a state space mathematical model to simulate and predict the systems behavior. This effort can
analyze and predict how changes to the system inputs, or the system material parameters will affect
the process. The state space model has the capability to control and observe the system and
contains the ability to correct the process. The system parameters can be configured for any design
configuration and can show the effects on the system states.
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CHAPTER 3: HEAT SEAL MODEL
The first objective for model design was to search for random packages where certain
attributes could be used without infringing on intellectual properties or trade secrets. The objective
of this chapter is to define an open-loop state space model that is well-suited for heat-seal
simulations. Details on the first principal equations, materials and parameters that would be used
in the mathematical architecture of the state space model will be discussed along with the model
assumptions used during simulation.
3.1

The Package
The package selected for this research was a layered representation of a simple dairy cup

as shown in Figure 5 (Gunter Schubert). The cup was chosen due to the fact it has real world
materials used in a sealing process. No other parameters were used from this source such as
temperature, physical dimensions because this study was a hot-tack package integrity test that
measures good seal integrity indirectly.
The left side shows the fictious system in layers and where the temperature measurement
will be simulated to include the heater, medium package interface and the package itself. The
medium package interface contains three layers. The right side shows the materials used in this
model.
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Figure 5 Dairy Cup Sealing Layers Block Diagram (Gunter Schubert)

3.2

First Principal Equations
The model construction used the first principal equations for heat transfer which includes

Fourier’s law of heat conduction for losses between layers or thermal resistance and the first Law
of Thermodynamics for a Closed Loop System which includes thermal capacitance.
Fourier’s law of heat conduction states "it has been experimentally observed that the rate
of heat conduction through a layer is proportional to the temperature difference across the layer
and the heat transfer area, but it is inversely proportional to the thickness of the layer" (Bahrami,
n.d.). Denoting by dT/dx the temperature gradient, which is the slope of the temperature curve (the
rate of change of temperature T with length x) the formula is.
𝑄𝑄 = −𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 𝐴𝐴

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

For steady conduction through a constant area plane wall, heat conduction can be stated in (2)
where Q is watts, a is cross-sectional surface area; kd is thermal conductivity; L is meters, and T is
degrees Celsius.
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𝑄𝑄 = −𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 𝐴𝐴

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=

𝑎𝑎 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 (𝑇𝑇1 −𝑇𝑇2 )
𝐿𝐿

(2)

Finally, the first Law of Thermodynamics for a Close Loop System, or the thermal capacitance
without reference to work at a constant volume, is shown in (3) (Lienhard & Lienhard, 2019) where
mv is mass, cv is specific heat, and Q is Watts.
𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 ∗
3.3

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 − 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (3)

State Space Model
As described by MATLAB (MathWorks, 1994-2022), the state-space model object can

represent single input single output (SISO) or multiple inputs multiple outputs (MIMO) in
continuous time or discrete time. The open loop heat seal model will be a MIMO model in the
form of 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = ( 𝑥𝑥) ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 , 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = (𝑢𝑢) ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚 , 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑦𝑦) ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 as shown in Figure 6
(ShareTechNote, n.d.).

Figure 6 State Space Model Matrix or Vectors (ShareTechNote, n.d.)

Figure 7 (Toolbox, 2022) shows the state space model in a block diagram illustration. The
A is the system matrix, B is the input matrix, C is the output matrix, and D is the feed-forward
matrix as described by state space models (Toolbox, 2022).
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The heat seal model did not use the D matrix (i.e., assumes D is the zero matrix). An
example D matrix is cruise control on a car; the car approaches a hill; the system uses an instrument
to measure the slope of the hill, a change in slope, the system accelerates or decelerates prior to
reaching the hill to keep a steady speed (Engineering). An example without feed forward is shown
in Figure 8

Figure 7 State Space Models – Feed Forward (Toolbox, 2022)

Figure 8 State Space Models – No Feed Forward (Toolbox, 2022)

The model parameters for the heat seal simulation are shown in Table 1. Inputs, outputs,
and states are listed within the table.
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Table 1 System Inputs, Outputs, and States
System
Parameters
Inputs (u)
States (x)

Outputs (y)

Designation Matrix
Vector
Th(t)
Bu(t)
Tair (t)
Bu(t)
T1(t)
Ax(t)
T2(t)
Ax(t)
T3(t)
Ax(t)
T4(t)
Ax(t)
T1(t)
Cx(t)
T2(t)
Cx(t)
T3(t)
Cx(t)
T4(t)
Cx(t)

Function
Power input from the Heater
Ambient Air temperature
Top of Medium Package Interface (MPI)
2nd Layer of MPI
3rd Layer of MPI
Top of Package
Top of Medium Package Interface (MPI)
2nd Layer of MPI
3rd Layer of MPI
Top of Package

The MATLAB program variables are listed in Table 2..
Table 2 MATLAB Variables Names
cal
cpet
chsl
cpvc
kh
kal
kpet
khsl
kpvc
lal
lpet
lhsl
lpvc
lhmpi
csah
csca
mal
mpet
mhsl
mpvc

Aluminum Specific Heat J/g C°
Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Specific Heat J/g C°
Heat seal lacquers Specific Heat J/g C°
Polyvinylchloride Specific Heat J/g-C°
Stainless Steel with thermal conductivity W/m C°
Initial Aluminum thermal conductivity W/m C°
Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] thermal conductivity W/m C°
Heat seal lacquers thermal conductivity W/m C°
Polyvinylchloride thermal conductivity [PVC] W/m C°
Length of Aluminum
length Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET]
length Heat seal lacquers
Initial length of Polyvinylchloride
Length from thermocouple to Medium Package Interface (MPI)
Cross Sectional Area m2
Cross Sectional contact area sealing
Mass Aluminum
Mass Polystyrene
Mass Heat seal lacquers
Mass Polyvinylchloride
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The heat seal model will be constructed from the combination of the first-principal
equations (1) and (2), the combination is labeled (4) through (7); these equations constitute the
“A” matrix of the state space model.
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇1
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇1 − 𝑇𝑇2 )
𝑘𝑘ℎ ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ ∗ (𝑇𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑇1 )
=−
+
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(4)

𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇3 − 𝑇𝑇4 ) 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇2 − 𝑇𝑇3 )
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇3
=−
+
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

(6)

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇2
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇2 − 𝑇𝑇3 ) 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇1 − 𝑇𝑇2 )
=−
+
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇4
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ) 𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ (𝑇𝑇3 − 𝑇𝑇4 )
=−
+
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
3.4

(5)

(7)

Heat Seal Model Assumptions
Certain assumptions were made for the simulation of this model and are specified below.

The package is bounded within two surfaces and some of the variables related to these surfaces
were assumed. There is some uncertainty pertaining to the contact area between the package and
the barrier, so some assumptions were made.
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3.4.1

Pressure
This model assumes that the pressure is sufficient to hold the materials together as shown

in Figure 9 (Clark, 2022).

Figure 9 Pressure Multiple Levels (Clark, 2022)

3.4.2

Heater Block

When heat is applied to a polymer, it causes the chains within the polymer to vibrate. The
heat seal energy must be sufficient to conduct through the entire thickness of each layer (Cooper,
2014).
The assumption is that the heater PID loop has been tuned so the setpoint is maintained at
the desired temperature range at the time of contact. The PID loop provides the input power Th(t);
see Table 1, to the medium package interface (4).

Th(t) comes from the heater system

measurement instrument, which is a thermocouple, and it is displayed as the blue line in Figure
12.
By far the most common controller and analog process control used in industry is the
Programmable Logic Controller [PLC]. This device has included a predesigned function block
called “PID” and is used for proportional, integral, and derivative of a closed loop system. The
PID loop shown below contains Th(t) in Figure 10 (PID’S, 2015) (Mohammed).
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Figure 10 Heater PID Control (PID’S, 2015) (Mohammed)

3.4.3

Contact Area

The contact area between the heater die and foil will be assumed to have 100% heat transfer
on the surface. As stated by Thermal Contact Resistance “Unfortunately, no universal model exists
that can enable one to predict joint resistance between any two surfaces. To determine which of
the available analytical models is appropriate for a situation, the thermal engineer must assess the
surface conditions, addressing questions such as" Are the surfaces flat and/or rough? Are oxides
on the surfaces? What is the pressure distribution within the contact? What is the real contact area?
For surfaces where these questions can be answered with a high degree of certainty, some of the
analytical models verified by extensive lab tests can be reliably used to predict overall thermal
joint resistance” (Mantelli & Yovanovicht, 2022).

This can be seen in Figure 11 (Mantelli &

Yovanovicht, 2022) where the heat is transferred only through the contact points, but due to
irregularities the contact area is not 100%. There will be heat transfer by convection in the open
area between layers, but this parameter will not be considered in this simulation.
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Figure 11 Heat Conduction through Contacting Points (Mantelli & Yovanovicht, 2022)

3.4.4

Material
Most “American Society for Testing and Materials” ASTM standards focus on testing the

seal strength to determine the condition or quality of the seal (Mecmesin, 2022). Seal strength is
equivalent to tensile strength and the units are measured in pascal (Pa) or newtons per square meter
(N/m2). There are many off-the shelf instruments or test assemblies that can be used to measure
tensile strength. No suggestion of material properties or parameters that could be used for a design
were mentioned in the ASTM standards. The combination of materials, when bonded, will
determine seal strength. The simulation model temperature values are assumed to create the proper
seal strength for the design.
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3.5

Simulation Results Open Loop
Individual heat seal applications will have certain design criteria to meet system or process

requirements. The data sets for this thesis simulation were comprised of synthetic data that
simulate the design criterion that will concentrate on the T4(t) as the critical requirement; this is
the temperature at the bottom of the medium package interface and the top of the package. This is
shown within Figure 5 Dairy Cup Sealing Layers Block Diagram and the results are shown in
Figure 12.
Figure 12 shows a graph of one heat seal cycle. Concentrating on the legend on the bottom
center shows Th(t); this is the heater value produced by the PID loop discussed earlier. T1(t)
through T4(t) are the various temperature levels; the Δ between each would be the temperature
losses for a layer; this loss is determined by thermal resistances using Fourier’s law of heat
conduction (2). Figure 12 also shows the rise and fall transient profile for each layer; this is
determined by each individual layer’s thermal capacitance using the first Law of Thermodynamics
for a Close Loop System (3). Figure 12 clearly shows that each layer's material properties
influence each layer's losses, the transient profile, and thus the temperature profile associated with
that layer.
The vertical lines in Figure 12 depict contact time or dwell time, or the length of time that
energy is applied to the material. Dwell time must be sufficient for heat to conduct through the
material to the seal interface and long enough for the polymer to melt and for polymer chains to
interact with one another (Darby, 2012) (Cooper, 2014).
After a set dwell time, the energy is removed from the heat-sealed films and the pressure
is removed simultaneously. As stated in the assumption section, the temperature is sufficient to
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hold the materials together. The heat seal remains hot after the removal of energy and pressure.
Cooling time is another important factor because a heat seal is not fully strengthened until the
polymer cools back down and crystals, if present, can re-form (Selke, Cutler, & Hernandez, 2004)
(Cooper, 2014).

Figure 12 Heat Seal – State Space – Open Loop
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CHAPTER 4: POLYNOMIAL / TRANSFER FUNCTION MODEL SIMPLIFICATION
The focus of this thesis is to input the data from the open-loop simulation into MATLAB’s
System Identification toolbox to determine the best-fit dynamical model, describing the
relationships between the inputs and outputs of a system. Following the determination of the bestfit dynamical model, ANOVA statistical methods will be used to reduce the order or simplify the
system. The lower ordered system will then be converted to a closed-loop state space system for
analysis. There is ambiguity when changing from a physics-based model to a statistical model.
There is uncertainty that the states of the original physics model will be maintained; but the
assumption is, for this model, that the states are maintained.
4.1

Sample Size
To determine an appropriate sample size, the heat seal process will be examined for a 2-

hour period of time. The machine has a cycle time of approximately 100 seconds that has an uptime
efficiency of 80%, which equates to 57.6 cycles over a 2-hour period. Cochran's formula (Essa,
2021) will be used to determine sample size (5), assuming variability in the portion (p) is .5 and
the z score for confidence level of 95% is 1.960.
𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 =

𝑍𝑍 2 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 1.99602 ∗ .5 ∗ .5
=
≈ 385
𝑒𝑒 2
0.052

(5)

Because the assumed two-hour period permits at most N = 57.6 samples, which is less
than Cochran’s ideal sample size in (5), it becomes necessary to employ Cochran’s small sample
correction (Essa, 2021) (6)
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𝑛𝑛 =

𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜
385
=
≈ 50.2
384
𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 − 1
1+
1+
𝑁𝑁
57.6

(6)

This work will simulate the first-principlas heat-seal system and synthesize 50 repetitions of
input/output data as input to the system ID tool.
4.2

MATLAB System ID
Recall from Section 3.3 that the heat seal system is comprised of four coupled differential

equations. The system inputs Th(t) and output T4(t) will be evaluated with the Autoregressive
with Extra Input (arx) and Transfer Function (tf) models within the MATLAB System ID tool.
The arx tool will “estimate the parameters of a model using a least-squares method and the
polynomial orders specified in [23an b nk]. Na is the order of polynomial A(q), specified as an
Ny-by-Ny matrix, nb is the order of polynomial B(q) + 1, specified as an Ny-by-Nu matrix, nk is
the input-output delay, also known as the transport delay, specified as an Ny-by-Nu matrix.
(MathWorks, n.d.) (MathWorks, 2022). “The transfer function models describe the relationship
between the inputs and outputs of a system using a ratio of polynomials. The model order is equal
to the order of the denominator polynomial. The roots of the denominator polynomial are referred
to as the model poles. The roots of the numerator polynomial are referred to as the model zeros”
(MathWorks, 2022).
In an effort to determine if a lower-order model can be used, the one-way analysis of
variance method (ANOVA) will be used to verify that 2nd through 8th order system models are
equal. The stated null hypothesis is that all arx and Transfer Function models of 2nd , 4th , 6th and
8th order results of “best fit” will have equal means 𝐻𝐻0 : 𝛼𝛼1 = 𝛼𝛼2 = 𝛼𝛼3 = 𝛼𝛼4 against the alternative
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hypothesis that at least one group is different from the others 𝐻𝐻1 : 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 . If the null hypothesis
is confirmed the lowest order model can be used.

As determined by the sample size calculations, there were 50 program runs of a MATLABm file that created eight sets of synthetic data. Within each of the 50 program runs, the material
parameters of thermal conductivity (W/m C°) were randomly varied per run by ± 5%. The
percentage offsets are used to study the influence material properties have on the model. Included
in the model are the inputs Th(t) and Tair(t) These inputs will be varied through the addition of
white gaussian noise to each signal. The data sets are shown in boxes S1 through S8 within Figure
12.
The reasoning for the ± 5% offset is that when raw materials are purchased the properties
of the materials are not exact, i.e., if you purchase a 64-onceliquid-filled container the volume is
not exactly 64 ounces, there is some variation within the packing process.
As depicted by the arrows in Figure 13 the first data set S1 was used to generate the arx tf
models, arx221 through arx821 and tf21 through tf81. The naming convention for arx221 is [24an
b nk] polynomial A(q), polynomial B(q) + 1, delay. The naming convention for tf21 is [poles,
zeros].
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Figure 13 ± 5% Model Data Set

Figure 14 shows the best fit plots for S1, the first run of arx and tf models that are shown
in Figure 13. All models have a greater than 98% best fit to what is considered the validation
data set. By visual inspection, the transfer function tf61 that contains six poles and one zero has
the best fit.
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Figure 14 Best Fit Plots – S1 – arx and Transfer Function Models
4.3

ANOVA
The MATLAB m file was executed a total of 8 times with the eight sets of synthetic data;

the data was ingested into the System ID tool to determine the “best fits” results for each data set
are shown in Table 3 and in Figure 15 through Figure 21. The results will be used to confirm the
null hypothesis of the analysis of variance ANOVA test.

Table 3 System ID arx Best Fits
Runs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

arx221
98.03
96.95
98.60
96.50
96.23
98.16
97.34
98.93

arx421
99.02
97.82
99.49
98.51
98.04
99.17
98.96
99.91

arx621
99.34
98.36
99.81
99.31
98.95
98.94
99.53
99.87

arx821
99.45
98.54
99.76
99.54
99.23
98.89
99.68
99.85

tf21
98.77
97.59
98.04
96.99
96.70
98.51
97.92
99.41

tf41
98.97
97.94
98.23
97.29
97.06
98.57
98.13
99.56

tf61
99.34
99.41
99.01
98.86
99.03
98.63
99.21
99.72

tf81
99.85
98.54
97.42
99.38
99.11
97.01
99.12
98.60
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Figure 15 Best Fit Plots – S2 – arx and Transfer Function Models

Figure 16 Best Fit Plots – S3 – arx and Transfer Function Models
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Figure 17 Best Fit Plots – S4 – arx and Transfer Function Models

Figure 18 Best Fit Plots – S5 – arx and Transfer Function Models
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Figure 19 Best Fit Plots – S6 – arx and Transfer Function Models

Figure 20 Best Fit Plots – S7 – arx and Transfer Function Models
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Figure 21 Best Fit Plots – S8 – arx and Transfer Function Models

Prior to examining the results for the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, a determination
is made if each order of the arx and Transfer function models results have a normal distribution.
Using MATLAB “ Anderson-Darling test, which returns a test decision for the null hypothesis that
the data in vector x is from a population with a normal distribution. The alternative hypothesis is
that x is not from a population with a normal distribution. If the logical result is 1, this test rejects
the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level (MathWorks, 2022).
The results of the Anderson-Darling test for each of the eight data sets show a logical zero
and P values greater than 0.05 for each. The results are shown in Figure 22, which accepts the
Anderson-Darling null hypothesis that the data are within a normal distribution.
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Figure 22 Anderson-Darling Test Logical and P Value Results

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) box plot shows from top to bottom within Figure 23
the values Max, 75%-ile, median, 25%-ile and Min for each arx and transfer function order and
the P-values of p1 = 0.8176, p2 = 0.8943, p3 = 0.7378, p4 = 0.4334, p5 = 0.9891, p6 = 0.9626, p7
= 0.9876, and p8 = 0.3816 which are all much greater than 0.05 so this confirms the null hypothesis
that the data from this population has a normal distribution.
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Figure 23 ANOVA Max, 75%-ile, median, 25%-ile and Min for Each Model.

Since the data was confirmed normal by the Anderson-Darling Test and the ANOVA null
hypothesis was confirmed using the P-value all arx and transfer function models of 2nd , 4th , 6th ,
and 8th order results of “best fit” will have equal means 𝐻𝐻0 : 𝛼𝛼1 = 𝛼𝛼2 = 𝛼𝛼3 = 𝛼𝛼4 so the lowest or

2nd order model can be used for close loop model simulation.
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CHAPTER 5: STATE SPACE MODEL WITH FEEDBACK
There are numerous advantages control systems can bring to a manufacturing process:
reduce scrap, increase yield, produce a better-quality product, and provide data for process
analytics and machine reliability. Controller design is a well-studied discipline, providing
systematic methods to firstly determine whether a targeted process is suitably constructed and
instrumented to even support effective control. In the scope of this thesis, the key criteria are for
the modeled process to be stable, controllable, and observable. The stability requirement is met by
constraint within the system identification approach discussed in the preceding chapter, but how
controllability and observability is verified is discussed in this chapter. Once the process is
confirmed to meet these criteria, the next design decision is what algorithm to employ for controller
synthesis: this chapter frames our heat-seal process failure recovery objective as an instance of the
well-studied Linear-Quadratic Tracker (LQT)formulation under output feedback assumptions.
Finally, this chapter concludes with a demonstration of the LQT solution approach in a simulated
heat-seal failure scenario.
5.1

Controllability and Observability
To reliably meet control objectives, a system must be observed and controlled.

Controllability is the property that, given any desired end state, there exists a control input by
which the rendered state trajectory meets the end-state condition in a finite amount of time, no
matter the initial state (Rutgers, 2022) . Controllability does not mean that the state must be
maintained or held at that condition” (Douglas, State Space, Part 3: A Conceptual Approach to
Controllability and Observability, 2022). The MATLAB tool “ctrb” was used to determine the
controllability of a system using the matrixes A and B, the results concluded that the system is
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controllable (MATLAB, Controllability matrix, 2022).

Observability

indicates

that

all

critical states can be determined from the system outputs; see Figure 24 (Douglas, State Space,
Part 3: A Conceptual Approach to Controllability and Observability, 2022).

Figure 24 Critical States / System Outputs

In applications where measuring a critical state becomes impractical, then that state can be
estimated by using a first principal equation or an observer. However, estimating states can be
highly sensitive to modeling and measurement errors (Douglas, State Space, Part 3: A Conceptual
Approach to Controllability and Observability, 2022) . For example, consider having only a
position sensor but wanting access to the velocity, then the first-principle equation

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 can be employed. However, if the position sensor does not have high accuracy,

repeatability or the signal returned from the sensor contains noise, the velocity reading derived
from this equation will also be in error and this could impact the controller’s performance. One
available tool to reduce the impact of noise is to employ a filter, most automation controls systems
within industrial manufacturing use a programmable logic controller (PLC). The PLC has filters
on analog input cards or averaging functions that can be programed to smooth out signal noise of
the analog signal the system is capturing. MATLAB does have a tool to determine the observability
“obsv”, but this tool comes with a caution: “it is here for educational purposes and is not
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recommended for serious control design” (MATLAB, Observability matrix, 2022), This
MATLAB tool was used and determined this model is observable.
To illustrate at a high level the ideas of controllability and observability the system of a
common bicycle will be studied, see Figure 25 (Bikes, 2022) below.

Figure 25 Common Bicycle (Bikes, 2022)

Control devices for the bike are the handlebars, pedals, and brakes. Vision will be used for
observation. When riding a bike without handlebars there will be no control mechanism to change
the bike's direction, i.e., the bike is not controllable; but with vision the direction and speed can be
observed, so the bike is observable. When riding the bike in complete darkness, the bike is
controllable, but without vision there is no feedback on position, direction, or speed so the bike is
not observable.
5.2

Model Stability
A state space model’s stability is determined by the eigenvalues of its system matrix, A.

Steve Brunton explains in detail the methods used to determine the stability of a system using
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eigenvalues and eigen vectors (Brunton, Stability and Eigenvalues [Control Bootcamp], 2022) for
both continuous and discrete time. If all eigenvalues in a continuous time system have negativereal part, then the system is stable; associated graphs of expected system responses are presented
in Figure 26 (Mossa, 2021, 13, 502–532).

Figure 26 Linear Stability Analysis (Mossa, 2021, 13, 502–532)

An instrument is a device that measures or manipulates process physical variables.
Instrumentation plays a significant role in both gathering information from the field and changing
the field parameters, and as such are a key part of control loops. (Community, 2022). When reading
data from instrumentation industrial process control systems update the data on a change of state
or a fixed time period due to their design therefor the data in not continuous in nature, so this
model’s stability approach will be in a fixed Δ time or discrete time mode (Brunton, Linear
Systems [Control Bootcamp], 2022). The radius of the eigenvalues will determine the system
stability of a system; therefore, the magnitude of the eigenvalues must be inside the unit circle for
stability; see Figure 27 (Wang, 2022).
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Figure 27 Stability Unit Circle (Wang, 2022)

Refereeing back to the 8 data sets created using the MATLAB system ID toolbox
(MathWorks, 2022) and to the polynomial arx and transfer functions. An examination of
the 2nd , 4th, 6th, and 8th order responses of the discrete time system show all eigenvalues
are inside the unit circle and the system would be considered stable, the results a shown in
Figure 28.
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Figure 28 System ID Unit Circle Pole / Zero Plot
5.3

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
As discussed in the stability section, if a state-space model’s A matrix shows eigenvalues

that are unstable, then there are control methods like Pole Placement or Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR) that can stabilize the system. Figure 29 (Douglas, State Space, Part 4: What Is LQR Control,
2022) shows a schematic of both systems, as can be seen both diagrams are identical, but they
differ in the approach to set the values of the controller’s gain matrix K.
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Figure 29 Pole Placement and LQR Control (Douglas, State Space, Part 4: What Is LQR
Control, 2022)

5.4

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) Stability
The State Space model displaying the placement of the K values in the feedback loop is

shown in Figure 30 (Toolbox, 2022).
Brian Douglas within a MATLAB tech talk (MATLAB, Eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
2022) breaks down pole placement at a high level. Pole placement works on the characteristic
equation to modify the eigen values of the A matrix to change the dynamics of the system with the
K matrix. This transformation will modify how energy is stored or moved within a system to
guarantee stability; it can remove oscillations, speed up or slow down the dissipation of energy;
this method in not used extensively in industry.
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Figure 30 LQR State Space Model (Toolbox, 2022)

5.5

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) Performance and Effort
Figure 29 shows the Pole placement and Linear Quadric Regulator designs have identical

system diagrams but for Linear Quadric Regulator the K value is based on system performance
and effort rather than choosing specific pole locations. Examining Figure 31 (Douglas, State
Space, Part 4: What Is LQR Control, 2022) shows an integral equation that contains the states [x]
and the system inputs [u]. The values placed in the Q or R matrix will punish the performance and
or effort of the system; this is done by increasing the values of Q and or R.

Figure 31 Performance [Q] and Effort [R] (Douglas, State Space, Part 4: What Is LQR Control,
2022)

Paralleling an example given by Brian Douglas (Douglas, State Space, Part 4: What Is LQR
Control, 2022) an imagined experiment is shown in Figure 32 (MOM, 2022) (Dishwashers, 2022)
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(News, 2022) (PJ, 2022) (Pinterest, 2022) Dinner Party Performance [Q] and Effort [R] example.
Consider the options when cleaning up after having a dinner party, there are three options to choose
from, doing the work by hand, using an automated dishwasher, or using a cleaning service.
Increasing the values of performance [Q] and Effort [R] will determine which option is chosen.
Penalizing time, the option chosen is the cleaning service; Penalizing money, the option chosen is
the dishwasher.

Figure 32 Dinner Party Performance [Q] and Effort [R] Figure 32 (MOM, 2022) (Dishwashers,
2022) (News, 2022) (PJ, 2022) (Pinterest, 2022)

5.6

Linear Quadratic Tracker (LQT)
A natural extension of the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is the Linear Quadratic

Tracker (LQT) (Bohner & Wintz, 2022). The aim of LQT algorithm will be to make the state
vector 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 track as closely as possible a nominal state-vector 𝑥𝑥�𝚤𝚤 , but subject to the control vector 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
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that tracks the nominal control vector 𝑢𝑢�𝚤𝚤 (Pindyck, 1972). In our heat-seal context, the controller

strives to follow an admissible control input trajectory 𝑇𝑇ℎ that will generate a corresponding state

� such that the cost functional J(u) is minimized. As with LQR,
trajectory T1, T2, T3 and T4. 𝑇𝑇4

the LQT matrices Q and R are the weights that are entered the quadratic cost function as shown in
(8).

𝑇𝑇

𝐽𝐽 = � ((𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 )′ 𝑄𝑄(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 ) + (𝑢𝑢 − 𝑢𝑢0 )′ 𝑅𝑅(𝑢𝑢 − 𝑢𝑢0 ))𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (8)
0

In the context of a heat seal, only the T4 state needs to be tracked. This results in the
adoption of the LQT strategy under output feedback, not state feedback. LQT under output
feedback is not well-solved by choice of a single gain matrix K, as is the case for LQR formulations
under full-state feedback assumptions. The LQT tracking problem turns out to be well-posed only
under discrete-time, finite horizon assumptions, which fortunately befits the experimental data we
assumed for the heat-seal process. The solution is not just one gain matrix K for all time, but rather
a trajectory of gain matrices that vary with the time samples. (O. Patrick Kreidl, 2022).
5.7

Simulation Experiments
This simulation will be using T4(t) as the critical temperature. Our experiments firstly

assume that the shaded area that surrounds the 2nd order curve in Figure 33 defines the regime of
a good seal. This curve T4(t) was created using the pulsed input as shown by the input Th(t), while
the simulator was configured to represent truly the good sealing process.
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Figure 33 Good Profile

The simulator was reconfigured to render two curves that fall outside of the good-seal
regime; specifically, these “bad-seal” curves were created by modifying material parameters for
thermal conductivity. The first curve had its parameters modified to cause the function to drop
below the deviation window, shown in Figure 34, while the second curve had parameter changes
that placed this system above this window, shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 34 Bad Profile Below

Figure 35 Bad Profile Above
Figure 37 and Figure 38 shows three different LQT controller designs to recover from each
simulated heat-seal failure. For each failure, the matrix R (that weighs the penalty of control effort)
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was set equal to 1 and the matrix Q (that weighs the penalty of deviation from the good-seal) was
varied.

Figure 36 Performance [Q] and Effort [R]
The results show that as Q was increased, the Th(t) profile changed considerably to move the Th(t)
“bad” to within the highlighted area that was considered good. The calculated penalties used the
Euclidean norm, which is the distance of a vector from its original as shown in (9)
(MATHWORKS, 2022).
𝑁𝑁

‖𝑣𝑣‖ = ��|𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 |2
𝑘𝑘=1

(9)

In all cases, as weight Q increases relative to R, the error of Th increases while the error in T4
decreases; the highest value of Q =100 is shown on Figure 37 and Figure 38, which shows T4
nearly identical to that of the good-seal response at the expense of noticeable deviation in Th from
the simple pulse that was originally used.
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Figure 37 LQTY Corrected Profile Below

Figure 38 LQTY Corrected Profile Above
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

The objective of this research was to present an idea for changing an existing long-standing
process on how heat seal processes are verified. Performing a design of experiments may validate
a system, but as a model-free approach it is near-impossible from DOE experiments alone to
anticipate how material variations or other imposed system modifications may impact heat-seal
quality.
The design of a state-space model comprised of first-principle equations that covered the
layer-by-layer energy transfer of a fictitious package during the contact time when heat was
applied. There was no existing test assembly or system that could be used for model setup, to
emulate or to validate the simulation results against a real-world result, therefor assumptions that
were made for the state space model. To gain insights and an understanding of the simulation
program, parameters were varied by modifying the material variables; the realization became
apparent that material modifications could change the systems performance considerably. Unless
the simulation is verified the large system changes viewed in the simulation are an unknown, but
the model was built using well-tried tools like state space modeling and first-principle equations.
To show the capability of an open loop simulation, a 5% material variation was included in the
model. Running this simulation exposed the temperature values at each layer; see Figure 12. Due
to the constraints of current technology, only package or sensor destructive testing is available to
measure the temperature on the last layer. The simulation could be applied to a known or new
material and could reduce or eliminate the need for running a DOE. The simulation would have to
be verified in a real-world process.
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Examining the capability of a closed loop simulation using a fictitious sensor while using
the Linear-Quadratic-Tracker controller design was demonstrated on two simulated “bad-seal”
processes. It was shown to intuitively tradeoff the penalty of deviations from the good-seal
response against the penalty of deviations from the original pulse heater input, refer to Figure 34
and Figure 35. Settings for material parameters for the closed loop simulation were shifted for all
four layers in thermal conductivity. These changes were on top of the 5% material variation
included in the model. The odds are low this could be a possibility in real life; for instance,
choosing the wrong material package interface or another alternative would be the modifications
of the system, which was the motivation for this thesis. With the LQT function running
continuously, a system would have the capability to correct and move a system back into
compliance to create a good seal in real time, refer to Figure 37 and Figure 38.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK

In order to continue to expand on this work, it is recommended that a researcher build a
new or modify an existing heat seal test stand where the heat seal state-space open-loop model can
be verified. One approach could be a modification to the heat seal dies or the package to allow an
existing sensor to be placed in the sealing area so the temperature at the package to medium
interface could be read; there would be a gap or void in the package, so this package could not be
used in package integrity testing but the temperature on the last layer could be read to verify the
model. Verification of this model could reduce the time needed to run a DOE protocol. If
successful reading the last layer temperature, then there exist opportunities to develop an observer
or an estimator that could estimate still-hidden states that may be relevant to diagnosing root-cause
of heat-seal failures.
For the closed-loop model, there are a few areas that would have to be researched and
tested. The first would be developing a temperature sensor that could withstand the pressure used
within the sealing area and could maintain the seal integrity. A second area would be the design
of a heater and die assembly where the profile developed by the LQT function could be realized.
Another alternative would be to modify the LQT function that constrains the inputs to retain a
pulse-shape, meaning the controller can change only the pulse-duration and pulse-height.
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CHAPTER 9: APPENDIX
9.1

MATLAB Code

% Author Charles Albanese
% University of North Florida MSEE Thesis
% 1 May 2022
clear; close all; clc;
% select number of samples
numSamples = 50; percentOffset = 0.05; stepSize = 0.1;
maxTime = 80; time = 0:stepSize:maxTime; lowPercent = 0.05;
highPercent = 0.85; Qin = 200; n1 = 1; n2 = 1;
%-------------Density (g/m^3)-----------dss

= 8000000;

% Stainless steel Density (g/m^3)

dal

= 2710000;

% density Aluminum is about g/m3.

dpet

= 1370000;

% density Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] g/m3

dhsl

= 805000;

% Heat seal lacquers density g/m3

dpvc

= 1300000;

% density Polyvinylchloride g/m3

%-------------------------------Tair

= (70-32)*(5/9);

QQin

= 1;

%air temperature C°

%-------------Specific Heat J/g C°------------------------ch

= 0.468;

% Specific Heat Capacity Steel

cal

= 0.897;

% Aluminum Specific Heat J/g C°

cpet

= 1.350;

% Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Specific Heat J/g C°

chsl

= 1.000;

% Heat seal lacquers Specific Heat 1.011 to 1.369 J/g C°

cpvc

= 1.170;

% Polyvinylchloride Specific Heat J/g-C°

%--------------thermal conductivity

J/g-C°

W/m C°---------------------
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kh

= 16.3;

% stainless steel with thermal conductivity

W/m C° = j(s

= 238.0;

% Initial Aluminum Thermal conductivity (W/mC°) = j/(s m

= 0.23;

% Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Thermal conductivity

khsl

= 0.15;

% Heat seal lacquers Thermal conductivity

kpvc

= 0.11314; % Polyvinylchloride thermal conductivity W/m C°

m C°)
kal
C°)
kpet
(W/mC°)
W/m C°

%-----------distance----------------------------lhmpi

= 0.002032; % Length from thermocouple to Medium Package Interface

lh

= 0.254;

% Lenght of die

wh

= 0.254;

% Width sealing die

hgth

= 0.254;

% Height of sealing die =

lal

= 0.00762;

% Length of Aluminum

lsa

= 0.2032;

% length of sealing area

wsa

= 0.2032;

% width of sealing area

lpet

= 0.000254; % length Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET]

lhsl

= 0.000254; % length Heat seal lacquers

lpvc

= 0.00254;

% Initial length (lpvc) of Polyvinylchloride

% Create 10 seperate data models by varing material paramters.
% Create the 8 data sets for system ID Best Fit Models
% 2 data sets for LQTY analysis
while n1 <= 10
% n2 number of samples wihtin a data set
for n2 = 1:numSamples
% LQTY Anaylsis
if n1 == 9
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%----------------------------------------------------------kal

= 230.0;

% Initial Aluminum Thermal conductivity (W/mC°) = j/(s m

= 0.20;

% Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Thermal conductivity

khsl

= 0.12;

% Heat seal lacquers Thermal conductivity

kpvc

= 0.10;

% Polyvinylchloride thermal conductivity W/m C°

C°)
kpet
(W/mC°)
W/m C°

%----------------------------------------------------------end
% LQTY Anaylsis
if n1 == 10
%----------------------------------------------------------kal

= 245.0;

% Initial Aluminum Thermal conductivity (W/mC°) = j/(s m

= 0.26;

% Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Thermal conductivity

khsl

= 0.17;

% Heat seal lacquers Thermal conductivity

kpvc

= 0.09;

% Polyvinylchloride thermal conductivity W/m C°

C°)
kpet
(W/mC°)

%----------------------------------------------------------end
% Randomly vary parameters
% Aluminum Specific Heat J/g C°
calMin

= (cal - (cal*percentOffset)); %Minimum

calMax

= (cal + (cal*percentOffset)); %Maximum

cal1

= calMin + ((calMax - calMin)* rand);

% Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Specific Heat J/g C°
cpetMin

= (cpet - (cpet*percentOffset)); %Minimum

W/m C°
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cpetMax
cpet1

= (cpet + (cpet*percentOffset)); %Maximum
= cpetMin + ((cpetMax - cpetMin)* rand);

% Heat seal lacquers Specific Heat J/g C°
chslMin

= (chsl - (chsl*percentOffset)); %Minimum

chslMax

= (chsl + (chsl*percentOffset)); %Maximum

chsl1

= chslMin + ((chslMax - chslMin)* rand);

% Polyvinylchloride Specific Heat J/g-C°
cpvcMin

= (cpvc - (cpvc*percentOffset)); %Minimum

cpvcMax

= (cpvc + (cpvc*percentOffset)); %Maximum

cpvc1

= cpvcMin + ((cpvcMax - cpvcMin)* rand);

% Initial Aluminum Thermal conductivity (W/mC°) = j/(s m C°)
kalMin

= (kal - (kal*percentOffset)); %Minimum

kalMax

= (kal + (kal*percentOffset)); %Maximum

kal1

= kalMin + ((kalMax - kalMin)* rand);

% Polyethylene Terephthalate [PET] Thermal conductivity (W/mC°)
kpetMin

= (kpet - (kpet*percentOffset)); %Minimum

kpetMax

= (kpet + (kpet*percentOffset)); %Maximum

kpet1

= kpetMin + ((kpetMax - kpetMin)* rand);

% Heat seal lacquers Thermal conductivity

0.15 W/m C°

khslMin

= (khsl - (khsl*percentOffset)); %Minimum

khslMax

= (khsl + (khsl*percentOffset)); %Maximum

khsl1

= khslMin + ((khslMax - khslMin)* rand);

% Polyvinylchloride thermal conductivity W/m C°

PVC

kpvcMin

= (kpvc - (kpvc*percentOffset)); %Minimum inches

kpvcMax

= (kpvc + (kpvc*percentOffset)); %Maximum inches

kpvc1

= kpvcMin + ((kpvcMax - kpvcMin)* rand);

sah = (lh*wh*2)+(lh*hgth*2)+(2*wh*hgth);

% surface area of heater.
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csah

= (wh*lh);

% Cross Sectional Area m2

csca

= (wh*lh)-(lsa*wsa);

% Cross Sectional contact area sealing

%-------------------mh

= (dss*(csah*hgth));

% M = DV

mal

= (dal)*(csca*lal);

mpet

= (dpet )*(csca*lpet);

% Density

mhsl

= (dhsl)*(csca*lhsl );

% Mass

% Mass

= Density * Volume -- Aluminum
= Mass* Volume – Polystyrene

= Density * Volume

-- Heat seal

lacquers
mpvc

= (dpvc)*(csca*lpvc);

% Mass

= Density * Volume

%--------------------------------------------%State Space
% dT1dt

= -(((kal*csca)/(mal*cal*lal))*(T1 - T2)) +

((kh*csah)/(mpet*cal*lhmpi))*(Th - T1)
AR1C1 = -(((kh*csah)/(mal*cal1*lhmpi))+((kal1*csca)/(mal*cal1*lal)));
%T1
AR1C2 = ((kal1*csca)/(mal*cal1*lal));
%T2
AR1C3 = 0;
%T3
AR1C4 = 0;
%T4
BR1C1 = ((kh*csah)/(mal*cal1*lhmpi));
%Qin
BR1C2 = 0;
%Tair
% dT2dt

= -(((kpet*csca)/(mpet*cpet*lpet))*(T2 - T3)) +

(((kal*csca)/(mpet*cpet*lal))*(T1 - T2))
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AR2C1 = ((kal1*csca)/(mpet*cpet1*lal));
%T1
AR2C2 = -(((kal1*csca)/(mpet*cpet1*lal))+((kpet1
*csca)/(mpet*cpet1*lpet)));%T2
AR2C3 = ((kpet1 *csca)/(mpet*cpet1*lpet));
%T3
AR2C4 = 0;
%T4
BR2C1 = 0;
%Qin
BR2C2 = 0;
%Tair
% dT3dt

= -(((khsl*csca)/(mhsl*chsl*lhsl))*(T3 - T4)) +

(((kpet*csca)/(mhsl*chsl*lpet ))*(T2 - T3))
AR3C1 = 0;
%T1
AR3C2 = ((kpet1 *csca)/(mhsl*chsl1*lpet ));
%T2
AR3C3 = -(((khsl1*csca)/(mhsl*chsl1*lhsl))+((kpet1 *csca)/(mhsl*chsl1*lpet
)));%T3
AR3C4 = ((khsl1*csca)/(mhsl*chsl1*lhsl));
%T4
BR3C1 = 0;
%Qin
BR3C2 = 0;
%Tair
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%

dT4dt

= -(((kpvc*csca)/(mpvc*cpvc*lpvc))*(T4-Tair)) +

(((khsl*csca)/(mpvc*cpvc*lhsl)*(T3 - T4)))
%T4
AR4C1 = 0;
%T1
AR4C2 = 0;
%T2
AR4C3 = ((khsl1*csca)/(mpvc*cpvc1*lhsl));
%T3
AR4C4 = (((kpvc1*csca)/(mpvc*cpvc1*lpvc))+((khsl1*csca)/(mpvc*cpvc1*lhsl)));%T4
BR4C1 = 0;
%Qin
BR4C2 = ((kpvc1*csca)/(mpvc*cpvc1*lpvc));
%Tair
AA =

[AR1C1,AR1C2,AR1C3,AR1C4;

AR2C1,AR2C2,AR2C3,AR2C4;
AR3C1,AR3C2,AR3C3,AR3C4;
AR4C1,AR4C2,AR4C3,AR4C4;];
BB =

[BR1C1, BR2C2;

BR2C1, BR2C2;
BR3C1, BR3C2;
BR4C1, BR4C2;];
CC =

[1 0 0 0;

0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 0 1;];
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DD =

[0];

Th = 200; T1 = Tair; T2 = Tair; T3 = Tair; T4 = Tair;
y1 = [T1,T2,T3,T4];
%state space systems
sys1 = ss(AA,BB,CC,DD);
stepSize

= 0.1;

maxTime

= 80;

ttime

= 0:stepSize:maxTime;

[v, q]

= size(ttime);

QQin

= Tair*ones(1,q);

QQQin

= Qin*ones(1,q);

TTair

= Tair*ones(1,q);

ww

= round(lowPercent*q);

vv

= round(highPercent*q);

% Add noise to array
for a = 1:ww-1
QQin(a) = awgn(Tair,20);
end
for b = vv+1:length(ttime)
QQin(b) = awgn(Tair,20);
end
for c = ww:vv
QQin(c) = awgn(Qin,20);
end
for d = 1:maxTime*10
TTair(d) = awgn(Tair,20);
QQQin(d) = awgn(Qin,20);
end

